A   COMPARISON   WITH   WATTEAU
one of his pensive moods, would that have fitted Beardsley.
And again, of Antony's 'new manner':
"I am unable even to divine it—to conceive the trick
and effect of it at all. Only, something of lightness and
coquetry I discern there, at variance, methinks, with his
own singular gravity and even sadness of mien and mind.'
Would not this comment apply to Beardsley and the new
'Japanesque' style of which he was so proud?
There is a strain of irony that informs nearly all
Beardsley's work, not merely where his purpose is
obviously satiric, as in The Wagnerites^ for example, but
even in those drawings where his intention seems but to
bring out in detail the grace and elegance of a scene,
as in his illustrations to The Rape of the Lock. But, like
Watteau, he portrays all that artifice and elegance, all
those Vain and perishable graces', with so much spirit,
* partly because, after all, he looks down upon it or des-
pises it. For him, to understand must be to despise them,
while he nevertheless undergoes their fascination.' Thus
speaks Pater of Watteau, but does it not explain the irony,
the attitude of amused contempt which Osbert Burdett
recognises as underlying all Beardsley's maturer work?
The shadows began to descend upon him. He is
still devoted to his work, but his spirit yearns for brighter
and sunnier climes. And then the call which came to
so many of the young and gifted men of those times—
artists and poets—came to Beardsley also. On the 3ist
March, 1897, he made his submission to the Catholic
Church. 'The sincerity of his religious convictions',
says his friend, Robert Ross, 'has been affirmed by those
who were with him constantly . . . the flippancy and
careless nature of his conversation were superficial: he
was always strict in his religious observances. Among
his intimate friends through life were clergymen and
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